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数据共享显得十分困难，由此引发了人们对元数据的研究。2001 年 OMG 组织在
其已制定的规范 UML、MOF、XMI 的基础上提出公共仓库元模型(CWM)。  














































Research and Implementation of Commercial Bank Metadata Warehouse Based on CWM 
 
 Abstract 
Data Warehouse (DW) is the new information management 
technology evolved from database. It is prevailing in Enterprise 
Information Integration, Data Mining and Enterprise Decision Making 
and so on. The metadata standard of software development tools that are 
used for building the DW is different among these tools. Therefore the 
tools aren’t able to collaborate with each other effectively. They have to 
be involved in the complicated mapping between metadata. In order to 
unify metadata management strategies of the vendors of DW and smooth 
metadata interchange, Object Management Organization (OMG) brought 
forward the Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM) based the 
specification of UML, MOF and XMI.  
Firstly this dissertation in a systematic way presents an 
introduction of the structure of CWM. The packages and the associations 
among packages are analyzed in detail. With the comprehensive analysis 
of the requirement of almost all the information system and the study of 
metadata solutions in history, a Metadata Warehouse strategy based on 
CWM is adopted. 
Secondly, a CWM based Metadata Warehouse (MDW) is designed 
and implemented on the viewpoint of the whole life-cycle of metadata. 
MDW constitutes of six components, namely source layer, integration 
layer, repository, marts, management layer and delivery layer. This 
dissertation details the design and implementation of such six 
components especially for the metadata repository. Metadata repository 
is the core component of MDW and built on the basis of three-tier 
architecture consisting of M1, M2 and M3. Such three-tier architecture 
has both a high expansibility and adaptability. It is in leading place at 
home in the field of study and implementation of Metadata and can be 
mentioned with the big tools of Metadata outside China in the future. 
Finally, how to design the meta-model and manage the metadata 
of the four domains of data dictionary, data transformation, data quality 
and business application based on CWM is described. The status and 
insufficient is also indicated in this dissertation. 
The commercial bank the author working for is focusing on 
three-tier DB/ODS/DW architecture. It is different from the traditional 
two-tier DB/DW architecture. The author hopes to seek the solutions 
beyond DW. This research and implementation make the Metadata stride 
forward one step greatly. 
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图 1.1 DB/ODS/DW 三层信息体系结构 
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Management Group，对象管理组织)采纳了CWM[6](Common Warehouse Metamodel，
公共仓库元模型)作为一个用于元数据交换的开放的业界标准，在数据仓库和业











设元数据时，常常借助国内外市场上的元数据管理工具来实现。如 NCR 的 MDS、
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